Material-specific long-term memory representations of faces and spatial positions: evidence from slow event-related brain potentials.
Motivated by models that propose material-specific cortical long-term memory representations we expected different topographies of event-related slow waves of the EEG during cued retrieval of two distinct types of information (faces and spatial positions), which are assumed to be processed and stored in topographically distinct cortical areas, i.e., in either the ventral or the dorsal visual pathway. Seventeen participants learned associations either between words and spatial positions or between words and faces. Each word was associated with either one or two positions or faces. In a cued recall test, one day later, participants saw two words and had to decide whether these were linked to each other via an associated spatial position or a face. Slow event-related potentials (ERPs) of the EEG were recorded from 61 scalp electrodes during both acquisition and recall. Response times increased monotonically with the number of faces and positions to be reactivated. Negative slow ERPs showed a comparable topography during anticipation learning and cued recall, but dissociated topographically for positions and faces. The maximum of the negativity increased when items were presented repetitively (compared to the first presentation) during learning, and also with the number of the to-be-reactivated associations during retrieval. These results are consistent with an information-processing model that assumes material-specific cortical representations of episodic memory contents, which are established as localized cortical cell assemblies during encoding, and which are being reactivated during recall.